Old is not always old
When something becomes older we just throw it out. This is because its utility has finished to
us. This does not necessarily mean the ultimate utility of that product is zero. It might be that
what is waste for someone is very expected or important for someone else. In particular to talk
about our old cloths, generally we left our cloths
when these become older and we do not have any
particular plan about these staffs. If we think little
more deeply we can realize that these old cloths can
make many people smile if we just little bit more
sympathetic. There are millions of people in
Bangladesh particularly in the slum of Dhaka city who
do not get enough food, cloth and accommodations.
We do not have ability to ensure their food or
accommodation but we can do something for them
very easily just only by saving our old cloths and give
these to them who are extremely suffering for this.
Now the question may arise that who will collect those cloths and distribute among the people
mostly the innocent children. SOHAY is a nonprofit development organization working for the
child education and rights. It cannot do everything with its limited resources but it always tries
to provide its maximum effort to do something more. According to this every year SOHAY
collect some old cloths from various sources and distributes these among the slum children
who are joined with SOHAY. Few days ago SOHAY collected some old cloths for the children
under the project of GFC and distributed them
among the children of Urban Development
Center. After having the cloths children did not
think about new or old because these are
definitely new to them. After receiving the cloths
they have expressed their feeling and emotion in
many ways. In common generally they say we are
feeling good but the actual feeling come out with
their innocent smile and joy. One of the children
name Tanzila, who are nine years old express her
feeling like that “my cloths became very older
and my father do not have ability to buy a new
cloth for me because I have another brother and sister but now I have got new cloths from
SOHAY and now I will be able to come to UDC regularly”. Another children name is Shuva (10)
replies that his cloths were become unusable, she was facing a great problem to come to UDC
or any other places, but she has got a frog and she is very thankful and happy to SOHAY. These
are the part of the activities of SOHAY. There are a lot of thing also to do for them. Which needs
nothing but only little sympathy and good willingness and these can make 1000 of children
happy and joyful. Therefore SOHAY expect more helping hand and kind heart to do something
more for them.

